Flush closure of the sapheno-femoral junction with LASER
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Abstract

AIM
During laser ablation, the terminal segment and tributaries of that part of the GSV are left patent. So the sapheno-femoral junction (SFJ), near the epigastric vein is spared. This technique resulted in a 13.8 % early recurrency rate for our patients. Could the results improve if the terminal part of the GSV and tributaries were closed with laser?

PATIENTS
In a retrospective study all patients who underwent endovenous laser obliteration of the GSV more than 1 year previously were investigated clinically and with ultrasound. 83 patients were checked between 1 and 2 years (median interval 14 months) after a modified technique laser ablation.

METHODS
The bare tip of the laser fibre was held nearer than recommended which means 1 cm from the femoral vein. A 980 nm laser equipment was employed and the median Linear Endovenous Energy Density (LEED) was 179 J/cm. 5 ml/cm cooled (3-5 °C) tumescent local anaesthetic was used.

RESULTS
One accessory anterior recurrent varicosity in connection to the SFJ (1.2%) was observed. Further US findings are: in 33 limbs (39.7%) flush closure of the SFJ without any patent tributaries were in 11 (13.2 %) flush occlusion with direct opening of a tributary into the junction or femoral vein. In 39 limbs (47.0 %) there was a short (median length 7 mm) saphenous stump. There were no thromboembolic or any other serious complications.

CONCLUSIONS
The flush closure and short saphenous stump of GSV both gave better early recurrency results than the long saphenous stump technique. There was no sign of neovascularisation during our follow-up period. This means our early postoperative results are better with this technique than with the formerly used GSV terminal part and epigastric vein saving method. There is not a higher risk of complications if the junction is occluded flush with the femoral vein. Limitations of this study are the short follow-up period and few cases.
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Introduction
Most vascular surgeons and phlebologists agree that the treatment of the sapheno-femoral junction (SFJ) is important in the prevention of early and late recurrences of great saphenous vein (GSV) varicosity1, 2, 3. Following the surgical operation (crossectomy and stripping), untreated tributaries and new ones (neovascularisation) around the
junction are the main sources of recurrent varicosity. During laser ablation, the junction part (usually 2 cm) of the GSV and tributaries are left patent. Colleagues converting from classic to laser surgery often ask whether these patent tributaries around the junction could cause recurrent varicosity. A metaanalysis of laser surgery results really showed a high recurrency rate from these side branches.

We subdivided our experience into two subsequent periods, according to the adopted method to treat the SFJ. In the first year (1 April 2007–1 April 2008) varicose vein laser surgery was performed according to descriptions, leaving a 2 cm long distance between the femoral vein and the tip of the laser fibre. This technique resulted in a 13.8 % early recurrency rate. Recurrency patterns were recanalisations and accessory anterior vein dilatations. In this study we were studying the following problem: what happens if the GSV is occluded flush with the femoral vein and side branches are also closed with laser?

**Patients**

In the second period between 1 April 2008 and 31 December 2010, 102 laser ablations were performed with a different technique on varicose GSVs which were suitable for our study called the flush closure technique. Of these 102 legs, 83 (81.4 %) came back at the 1-year follow-up, thus they could be examined after more than 1 year, (the longest 21 months following their surgery, median interval 14 months).

The pre-procedural diameter ranged between 4 and 23 mm (median 8 mm) 3 cm below the junction. Aneurysmatic GSVs were also included. According to CEAP classification, all the patients belonged to the C2 - C6 clinical classes.

**Methods**

A 980 nm Biolitec laser equipment on 13 Watt and 600 µm bare fibre was used. The tip of the laser fibre was placed 1 cm from the SFJ. Mean LEED was higher than usual, 179 J/cm. The fibre was pulled manually. Around the GSV, from the canulation puncture site to the SFJ, cooled (3-5 °C) 0.1 % Lidocain and Adrenaline tumescent local anaesthetic was employed (5 ml/cm). General anaesthesia (Propofol) without intubation was also used in all cases. For removal of side branches and interruption of perforator veins along the limb, a saw-knife, Varady’s hook and sclerotherapy were used.

Following surgery, patients were observed for 3 hours and afterwards discharged. Chemical thrombosis prophylaxis was not used. Excentric compression with bandages was applied for two weeks, day and night, and a stocking during the day for a further two weeks. In other regards, we followed the described method.

Follow-up was planned at 1, 7 and 14 days and 1, 3, 6 and 12 months and every subsequent 6 months and the operated legs were examined clinically and with US (GE Vingmed, System Five). Clinically residual and new varicose veins along the limb, and in the groin region, were additionally examined with an ultrasound examination focused on the patency of deep veins, SFJ patency, tributaries, the distance of the occlusion from the femoral vein and the occlusion of the treated part of the GSV.

**Figure 1** - Closure of SFJ is flush with the femoral vein. One year after laser surgery.

**Figure 2** - Rate of recurrence in both groups, 1 year results. Distance of fibre tip from the femoral vein.
Results

One accessory anterior varicosity recurrence (1.2 %) was observed. Further US examination results of the SFJ were ranked into three categories:

Ultrasound patterns in SFJ

1. (a) flush occlusion of GSV with the femoral vein (EHIT 1) with the closure of tributaries 33 limbs, 39.8%) (Fig. 1). In 3 of these cases the thrombus protruded into the femoral vein (EHIT 2). This protrusion dissolved spontaneously within 3 months without complications.
2. (b) flush occlusion with opening of a patent tributary into the junction or directly into the femoral vein without a saphenous stump (11 limbs, 13.3 %).
3. (c) occlusion with 1-26 mm long saphenous stump (median length 7 mm) and 1-3 patent side branches (39 limbs, 47.0 %). In this category, the patent part of the saphenous vein typically extended from the femoral vein to one or more tributaries. In 3 cases the patent part was even longer.

Further findings:

1) We did not find any dilated or varicose side branches or reticular veins around the groin or along the limb.
2) The SFJ tributaries did not become dilated, elongated or tortuous.
3) No signs of neovascularisation were observed at all.
4) Treated GSV stems were occluded as long as laser irradiation was performed, there was no recanalisation.
5) There were no serious complications e.g. deep venous thrombosis or pulmonary embolism.

Elimination of reflux and closure of the GSV were successful just after the intervention and also at the last check-up in every case (98.8%) (Fig. 2).

There were no serious complications (deep venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, septic complications, etc.), only temporary ecchymosis in every case, pigmentation in 3 limbs, ankle swelling in 2 cases which disappeared following one additional month of bandaging. There was temporary hypoaesthesia combined with hyperaesthesia in 6 cases (7.2 %), on the distal part of the thigh where the laser was used. Later, in other cases 2 pulmonary embolisms were found, so LMWH prophylaxis was introduced in every subsequent case.

Discussion

At first sight, varicose veins laser ablation is just a method that replaces the stripping part of the classic surgical modality, which is why some colleagues proposed separate surgical interruption of the SFJ15, 16, 17. However, laser closure of the saphenous stem is one of its effects, because laser surgery has an effect on the SFJ as well8, 13, 18, 19. In many cases the anatomical results of the laser intervention at the SFJ resembles the Trendelenburg operation (distal ligation), which has been criticised for many decades. In some cases laser operation gives results which are similar to crossectomy. It seems that laser ablation combined with surgical crossectomy did not improve the results20, 21, 22. Our study focuses mainly on the question of what happens if the anatomical results of laser ablation are similar to crossectomy. Are the clinical results better or worse?

What could be the topical technique for flush occlusions? We think there are two factors, one being the higher delivered energy. The other is, that the fibre tip position is nearer to the femoral vein: at 1 cm8, 13, Theivacumar et al. also found that it can cause flush occlusion23.

Why does the closure stops at the junction? The bare tip laser fibre delivers the laser beam mainly in front, although the effect of the laser within the blood is limited. On the other hand, the reason that the occlusion stops at the junction of the GSV, is because the diameter of the femoral vein is bigger than that of the GSV. The femoral vein is wider and would require much more energy to cause any occlusion there. A further reason could be the higher speed flow in the femoral vein than in the saphenous vein8, 13, 24, 25. The tumescent solution also has some mechanical effect, because it compresses the saphenous vein, so it does not let out too much heated blood and bubbles, or slows their movement towards the femoral vein. There is a further mechanism which safeguards the femoral vein: the tip of the laser fibre is held 1 cm away, and around the terminal segment there is cold tumescent solution which cools down the heated blood and steam bubbles before entering the femoral vein. Also, the direct contact of the tip of the fibre only comes up to this segment of the GSV26.

We should also mention the special case in which the thrombus protrudes into the femoral vein (EHIT 2).
This was our finding in 3 cases in which the protrusion disappeared spontaneously without any complications, as described by others as well\textsuperscript{13, 21, 27}.

The mechanism and pattern of recurrence after classic surgery differs from the processes following laser ablation\textsuperscript{10}. It is well known that, after classic surgery, open side branches and neovascularisation are responsible for recurrence in many cases\textsuperscript{4, 5, 6}. In spite of this, with laser ablation, recanalisation and dilatation of the accessory anterior vein are the reasons for recurrence\textsuperscript{28, 29, 30}. The reason for recanalisation could be that less treatment energy was employed\textsuperscript{18, 31}. It is thought that these tributaries participate in the drainage of venous blood in the abdominal wall\textsuperscript{26, 32}. We and colleagues with similar results\textsuperscript{23} did not find any dilatation in the vein of that region. During our follow-up period there were no signs of neovascularisation. According to other experience, the good results at one year continue to last\textsuperscript{8, 33, 34}.

Conclusions

Flush closure and short stump gave better early results than the formerly recommended technique. There is not a higher risk of complications if the junction is occluded flush with the femoral vein.
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